Characterizing observation volumes and the role of excitation saturation in one-photon fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy.
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and related distribution analysis techniques have become extremely important and widely used research tools for analyzing the dynamics, kinetics, interactions, and mobility of biomolecules. However, it is not widely recognized that photophysical dynamics can dramatically influence the calibration of fluctuation spectroscopy instrumentation. While the basic theories for fluctuation spectroscopy methods are well established, there have not been quantitative models to characterize the photophysical-induced variations observed in measured fluctuation spectroscopy data under varied excitation conditions. We introduce quantitative models to characterize how the fluorescence observation volumes in one-photon confocal microscopy are modified by excitation saturation as well as corresponding models for the effect of the volume changes in FCS. We introduce a simple curve fitting procedure to model the role of saturation in FCS measurements and demonstrate its accuracy in fitting measured correlation curves over a wide range of excitation conditions.